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Introduction 
 
Scope of this Standard (Ref para A1 – A3A2) 
 
1. This International Education Standard (IES) prescribes good practicethe 

principles for IFAC member bodies in setting entry requirements for each 
program of professional accounting education, acknowledging the need to 
maintain the entry standard to the profession.  A program of professional 
accounting education covers the abilities, ethics and knowledge acquired during 
Initial Professional Development (IPD)..   

 
2. This IES is addressed to IFAC member bodies, whose role it is to have 

responsibility for settingset entry requirements that meet the requirements set 
out in this IESfor professional accounting education.  In addition, this IES will 
be helpful to educational organizations, employers, regulators, government 
authorities and any other stakeholders who deliver, and support delivery of 
education and, professional accounting education to aspiring professional 
accountants. 

 
3. Entry requirements ensure that aspiring professional accountants have a 

reasonable expectation of successfully completing their professional accounting 
education, while not putting in place unnecessary barriers to the entry.  This IES 
explains the principle of allowing openflexible access to professional accounting 
education under the auspices of an IFAC member body, while ensuring entrants 
have a reasonable chance of success.  This IES explains the concepts of 
“reasonable chance of success” and entry suitability, and provides commentary 
on different formats that entry requirement can take.  It also explains how 
member bodies can provide information to help aspiring professional 
accountants decide whether to embark on professional accounting education. 

 
4. Anyone entering a program of professional accounting education ought to 

have the potential to develop the abilities, ethics and knowledge necessary to 
complete it successfully.  

 
5.4. This IES acknowledges the need for IFAC member bodies to set recognises that 

entry requirements, whilst recognising that flexibility is required may need to 
vary, due to the different types ofpathways through professional accounting 
education and the different education systems differences in place ingovernance 
arrangements between various jurisdictions. 

 
6. It is recognised that not all IFAC member bodies have control over entry 

requirements to professional accounting education.  For example, in some 
jurisdictions entry requirements are set by universities.  In such situations the 
IFAC member body is required to use its best endeavours to influence the 
university, as required by its member body obligations to IFAC. 

 
Effective date 
 
7.5. This IES is effective from (date to be agreed by IAESB, not to be before January 

2013) This IES is effective on or after [ date ]. 
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Objective (Ref para A4 – A6paras A3 – A5) 
 
8. The objective of setting entry requirements the Standard is to ensure that 

individuals enteringprotect the public interest by establishing fair and 
proportionate entry requirements which help individuals considering 
professional accounting education under the auspices of an IFAC member 
body are likely to have the potential to complete it successfully.  This IES 
addresses and attempts to balance three important issues: 

 
(a) maintaining open entry to the profession;  
(b) encouraging entrants to commence the program of professional 

accounting education only when they have considered their chance of 
successfully completing it; and 

9.6. ensuring the public interest is met by maintainingmake appropriate standards 
within the profession, and by requiring IFAC member bodies to provide 
adequate information about the expectations and costs associated with 
professional accounting education.career decisions.   

 
Requirements (Ref para A7 – A9paras A6 – A11) 
 
10.7. MemberIFAC member bodies shall specify appropriate entry requirements for 

their program of professional accounting education.  These entry requirements 
shall ensure so that individuals embarking on professional accounting 
educationentrants have a reasonable expectationchance of 
successfullysuccessful completion, whilst not putting in place 
unnecessaryexcessive barriers to entry. 

 
11.8. MemberIFAC member bodies shall determine how to express thesejustify their 

specified entry requirements.   
 
9. IFAC member bodies shall make relevant information publicly available to help 

individuals assess their own chances of successfully completing professional 
accounting education. 

 
 
Explanatory materials 
 
Scope (Ref paraparas 1 – 64) 
 
A1. Professional accounting education varies in level, type and content.  IFAC 

member bodies are advised to consider their own program(s) of professional 
accounting education to establish the abilities, ethics and knowledge that 
individuals will need in order to complete that education successfully.  This 
will include consideration of the level of the education;  for example, there 
will be a difference in the level of abilities and knowledge required for a 
programme for accounting technicians and a program for auditors of financial 
statements.  Those undertaking a lower level education are likely to have a 
good chance of succeeding with a lower level of qualifications on entry: for 
example, some accounting technician education has no entry requirements 
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other than a good level of numeracy and literacy.  Conversely, high level 
education for Chartered Accountants or Certified Professional Accountants 
may specify that an entrant should normally hold a university degree, as the 
member body considers this level of education and qualification necessary for 
individuals to have a reasonable chance of completion. 

 
A2. Initial professional development (IPD) is learning and development which 

includes general education, professional accounting education, practical 
experience and assessment.  This IES is restricted to professional accounting 
education that builds on general education, and will be complementary to the 
period of practical experience. 

 
A3.  Member bodies can help entrants to commence professional accounting 

education only when they have considered their chance of successfully 
completing it, by encouraging them to consider the content covered and 
methods of assessment within the program.  Member bodies can help 
individuals consider their chances of success by including transparent 
information in their advertising and marketing ,literature about the content, 
level and assessment of education, as well as making pass rates available. 

 
A1. Professional accounting education is education and training that builds on 

general education, and imparts (a) professional knowledge, (b) professional 
skills and (c) professional values, ethics and attitudes.  Entry points to 
professional accountancy education vary according to environment and are 
therefore flexible in nature.  

A2. IFAC member bodies have varying levels of control over entry requirements 
to professional accounting education.  For example, in some jurisdictions entry 
requirements may be set by universities or governments. 

Objective (Ref para 86) 

 
A4. By informing entrants of the abilities, ethics and knowledge needed to 

complete the professional accounting education, IFAC member bodies will 
contribute to efficient and effective career decisions.  Professional accounting 
education deals with a broad range of subject matter and many of the issues 
are complex, requiring a range of skills. 

 
A3. A5. The maintenance of appropriate standards of competence within the 

accountancy profession is essential to the public interest.  All IESs, including 
their coverage of program content, assessment, practical experience and 
continuing professional development, are designed to ensure that those within 
the accountancy profession achieve an appropriate level of professional 
competence once they have completed their initial professional development.  
Initial Professional Development. 

A1.A4. This IES also aims to protect the public interest of aspiring professional 
accountants by obliging the member body to setthrough entry requirements for 
professional accounting education which are neither too high (causing 
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unnecessary restriction to entry to the profession), nor too low (causing people 
to believe falsely they are likely to complete it successfully.).  This helps 
minimise the risk of resources being used inefficiently to support entrants who 
do not have a reasonable chance of completing professional accounting 
education.  

 
A5. A6.  In addition to minimum entry requirements, IFAC member bodies may 

also consider setting a scale can contribute to efficient and effective career 
decisions by informing entrants of entry requirements for the professional 
knowledge, professional skills, and professional values, ethics and attitudes 
expected of those wishing to start their successfully completing professional 
accounting education somewhere other than at the beginning.  For example, 
some entrants may have .  This may be facilitated by  

(a) varied entry points into professional accounting education;  
(b) encouraging entrants to commence professional accounting 

education only when they have considered their chances of 
successfully completing it; and 

(b)(c) being transparent about the necessary abilities, ethics and 
knowledge gained through their work experience to start at a higher 
level than others.  expectations and costs associated with 
professional accounting education. 
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Requirements (Ref para paras 7 -9 and 10) 

 
A6. A7. Member bodies can put in place appropriate criteria that ensure 

applicants meet certain standards in terms of aptitude, ethics or knowledge, 
acquired and/or demonstrated through various means, including qualifications, 
courses, entry tests or experience.  The IFAC member body is advised to 
consider whether entry requirements are best expressed through guidance, 
rules, qualifications, specialised tests, or a combination of these.  “A 
reasonable chance of successful completion”, may be understood differently in 
each jurisdiction.  IFAC member bodies may set out the key factors for 
“reasonable chance of successful completion”, taking into account factors such 
as the complexity of the economy, the role of the accountant, the operating 
context of their jurisdiction, and any other factors they deem relevant. 

A7. The entry requirements will be able to be justified with reference to the 
competences needed to complete the education successfully.  Thus, inwhen 
setting the entry requirements for a particular professional accountancy 
education, the IFAC member body is advised to ensure that may consider 
whether these entry requirements are appropriate in each case, and are not 
overly excessive or unduly trivial. 

A8. IFAC member bodies may adopt different entry requirements because 
professional accounting education varies in level, type and content.  For 
example, some professional accounting education leading to the role of an 
accounting technician may have no entry requirements other than a good level 
of numeracy and literacy.  Conversely, professional accounting education 
leading to the role of an auditor may specify that an entrant should normally 
hold a university degree or equivalent. 

A2.A9. An IFAC member body may determine specific criteria that demonstrate that 
individuals meet the entry requirements.  These criteria may include 
qualifications, courses, entry tests or experience.  Entry requirements 
mightmay include the assessment of one, or a combination of: qualifications, 
experience, aptitude, knowledge, skills, ethics or other requirements deemed 
appropriate by the member body. 

 
A3.A10. A8. It is important to remember that individualsIndividuals may 

have developed their abilities, ethics,professional knowledge, professional 
skills, and ability to succeed inprofessional values, ethics and attitudes through 
various wayspathways, including work experience, study or qualifications.  
IFAC member bodies are encouraged to recognisemay reflect this, and to set  
by adopting flexible entry requirements that are flexible enough towhich 
accommodate all those likely to be capablewith a reasonable chance of 
successful completionsuccessfully completing professional accounting 
education.  An example of this flexibility can be found where a member body 
specifies a pre-qualification entry requirement (e.g. a university degree or 
equivalent), but allows direct entrance to its professional accounting education 
for those without a university degree if they have, for example, two years’ 
relevant work experience. 
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A9. The [phrase used in the requirement, “a reasonable expectation of successfully 

completing the education”, is hard to define objectively.  It is designed to give 
member bodies a sense of the obligation upon them to ensure that their entry 
requirements dissuade individuals who do not have the potential to succeed in 
an education, whilst acknowledging that there will be an attrition rate. 

A4.A11. IFAC member bodies can help entrants consider their chances of 
successfully completing professional accounting education by encouraging 
them to consider the content covered, its level and methods of assessment 
within the program.  In addition, member bodies can facilitate this decision 
making by being transparent in their provision of information on factors such 
as completion rates, pass rates and cost.  


